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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Vicki A. Robinson, PHR-CA
President, SVALA
Greetings SVALA members! It’s hard to believe that summer is just
around the corner and we have a new Board already.
We are fortunate to have several veteran board members continuing to
serve this year in addition to our three new board members. The veteran
board members have served in various positions and know the benefits
of service on the board as well as the opportunities available to all
members. We want to encourage everyone to get more involved in the
chapter.
Please join me in welcoming new board members Julie Denker,
Managing Partner and Holiday Event Chair; Diane Tofft, Community
Connection Chair; and Paula K. Lee, Newsletter Editor.

The SVALA Board recognizes the importance of attending educational
sessions such as the Regional and Annual Conferences and voted to
increase the number of educational scholarships offered to members
20
this year. Our goal is to increase attendance at both conferences.
Increasing the number of scholarships offered to members was made
24
possible by Kathy Davidson-Brown’s dedication and determination to fill the Business Partner
25 sponsorship slots for 2012-2013. Kudos to Kathy for doing an outstanding job!!
19

Vicki A. Robinson,
Olson, Hagel &
Fishburn, LLP

26 In order to thank and support our Business Partners, please mark your calendar for June 21 and plan
to attend the Spring Mixer at the Mix. If the first Mixer was any indication, this will be an event not to
be missed!
27
The 2012 Regional conference will be held October 11 – 13 in Anaheim at the Disneyland Hotel. The
28 drawing for the Regional conference scholarship will be held at the July lunch meeting.
Deana Xryztion did a fantastic job last year in securing dynamic speakers for the monthly lunch
30 meetings and I am sure she will do an equally fantastic job this year. To encourage attendance at these
lunch meetings, members who have attended a minimum of six lunch meetings in a year will be eligible
32 to be entered in the drawing for one of the Annual conference scholarships. The Annual conference
will be held in National Harbor, Maryland on April 14-17, 2013 and the drawing for that scholarship
will be held at the September lunch meeting. Good luck to each of you!
I would like to thank the previous board for an outstanding job and setting high standards for the
SVALA chapter. Meeting the chapter’s goals this year will take dedication and time from all members,
but the goals are attainable and will be very rewarding.
I’m looking forward to working with each of you during my term as the SVALA President. Thank you
all for this opportunity.
Enjoy your day and this issue of River City Review!

ala-sacramentovalley.org
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SPOTLIGHT ON
JENKINS INSURANCE GROUP & DATASAFE

Please visit pages 4 & 13 for this edition’s
Business Partner Spotlights.
We appreciate each and every one of our sponsors.
Thank you for your partnership and support of the
SVALA.
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LETTER FROM YOUR EDITOR

Welcome River City Review Fans to your 2012 Summer Newsletter.
As you start your journey though these pages, please take some time to enjoy Tillman Coffey’s
article on “Hitting the Reset Button at Work” and Dave Kinsey’s article on “What’s the Best
Way to Work Remotely?” My hope is that these articles will be useful to you as a legal
professional. Read on and find out about upcoming events (page 27), get to know our
business partners through their featured spotlights (pages 4 & 13), and learn about the benefits
of being a SVALA member.

Paula K. Lee
Klinedinst PC

Don’t forget to check out page 19 for a schedule of free webinars. It’s another great benefit
provided by our generous SVALA chapter. We need only to gather five attendees, get together
at a convenient location and get ready to expand our minds. What a great way to learn.
Webinar Hosting by SVALA, it’s the newest & coolest thing!

As I take on this new adventure as your editor, I think of those who have conquered it before me and I wish to
thank Vicki Robinson and Trish Hughes Kreis for their editorial wisdom and teachings. My goal as your editor is to
provide the same great content as Vicki and Trish, who took on this grand adventure before me.
Lastly, this is your newsletter so please don’t hesitate to contribute an article or provide feedback on what you are
interested in learning. Join the adventure! I look forward to receiving your feedback.
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BUSINESS PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
JENKINS INSURANCE GROUP

Editor: Thank you for being a Business Partner of the Sacramento Valley Legal Administrators Association. Please tell
us why you chose to support our organization.
Mary Grandy: Jenkins Insurance Group has partnered with law firms in managing their insurance needs for over 25
years. It is through those relationships that we have absolutely seen the value that ALA brings to its members. ALA
offers a support group of strength through its educational resources, networking opportunities, and camaraderie among
the members. We are honored to support such a valued organization in whatever means we can. Whether we are writing
an article for the newsletter, presenting an educational piece on the risk management of a law firm, or raising awareness of
the benefits of the ALA program to firms that don’t have current members, it is our pleasure to work with such a great
group of individuals.
Editor: Please tell us about Jenkins Insurance Group and the services you provide.
Mary Grandy: For more than 70 years, Jenkins Insurance Group has developed a reputation for listening to our
clients, understanding their business and industries, and working with the world’s leading underwriters to create effective,
cost-efficient risk management solutions. In addition to our team that specializes in the professional liability and other
property casualty needs of law firms, we also have teams of dedicated professionals that manage employee benefits,
management liability (D&O, EPL & Fiduciary Liability), and personal risk management services for high net worth
individuals, as well as financial services that include succession planning and key-man life insurance. It is the strength
within our teams, and the depth of services we provide, that allows us to customize an insurance program to meet the
individual culture of each client.
Editor: Give us a little background about yourself. How long have you been in the business? How long have you been
with Jenkins Insurance Group?
Mary Grandy: Much of my insurance career has been in handling litigated claims. I began in the industry 17 years ago.
While I didn’t actually start at the age of 12, I like to think that it was very soon after that. I joined the Jenkins’ team nine
years ago, and spent much of those years assisting the clients with their claims and coverage needs. Interpreting coverage,
and advocating for the clients’ needs, taught me a lot about the risks and exposures out there, as well as how to avoid gaps
and pitfalls that may arise on the forefront.
Editor: How is it different working with law firms than other non-legal businesses?
Mary Grandy: Law firms are a unique risk because of the challenges they face as professionals. Their exposures vary
depending on the area of practice and the management culture of the firm. It’s important to understand the differences in
risks between family law, plaintiff injury law, and labor law, as not all insurance carriers have the same coverage forms,
and not all professional liability policies are the same.
Editor: Tell us how you would describe your working style. What makes you successful at what you do?
Mary Grandy: My working style can be summed up in two words – Diplomatic Honesty. In my claims experience, I
embraced my ability to deliver the right message with sincerity and honesty. It is because of my honesty that people
understand and trust that I truly have their interests at heart. My success is based on the my sum of the following
equation I measure myself on: work ethic + product knowledge + character x personality(2) = Success.
(Continued on page 6)
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BUSINESS PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
JENKINS INSURANCE GROUP
(Continued)

Editor: What do you want the SVALA members to know about you and Jenkins Insurance Group?
Mary Grandy: The Jenkins team is built of professionals that really understand the challenges faced by not only the
lawyers but the administration as well. Whether the firm is considering a lateral acquisition of another lawyer, a
merger with another firm, or even trying to decide on whether to take a client to collections, we appreciate that our
clients consider us to be a part of that process with them and engage us in discussions about such decisions. We truly
value that partner relationship we’ve established.
Editor: Tell us something fun you enjoy doing outside of work.
Mary Grandy: My favorite thing is “Family Fun Time” with my Grandy boys. My husband, my 16-year old son and
I like to hop in the car and see what adventure we can find. Together we are a family of “scout nerds” with the Boy
Scouts. They tolerate my love of theater, movies, sushi, wine and writing.

Spring 2012
Pop Quiz Results:
Shauna Miller
was the Pop Quiz winner for the Spring issue.
Congratulations, Shauna!

ARE YOU OVERLOOKING THIS MEMBER BENEFIT?
Subscriptions to the print edition of Legal Management are available exclusively to ALA members and
select legal professionals. ALA members may also request complimentary subscriptions to Legal
Management for their managing partners simply by submitting a request at
http://www.e-circ.net/lgm/lgmsub.asp
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HITTING THE RESET BUTTON AT WORK
By Tillman Coffey

Reprinted with permission from “A’la Carte,” the newsletter published by the
New Orleans Chapter of the Association of Legal Administrators, Summer 2011
If you have ever attended an employment law seminar or a management training class, you have no doubt heard the speaker
extol the virtues of consistency when dealing with employees. Consistency provides your employees with clear direction and
minimizes uncertainty. Once your employees know what you expect, they are more likely to meet those expectations without the
need for discipline.
Consistency is also the key to prevailing in the unemployment compensation arena and reducing your company's exposure to
discrimination claims. In both contexts, the issue of whether the disciplined or discharged employee engaged in inappropriate
conduct, or failed to meet the performance expectation, often is not in dispute. Instead, the basis for many claims is that the
company allegedly failed to treat the claimant the same as it did another "similarly-situated" employee who engaged in
comparable conduct. In other words, the employee complains that the company acted inconsistently and the reason for the
inconsistent actions is the employee's protected status.
The Problem
Allegations of discriminatory or inconsistent treatment may also arise after an employer takes disciplinary
action against an employee who has recently made a complaint of inappropriate conduct (e.g., discrimination, harassment, safety,
etc.), filed a workers' compensation claim, or requested or taken leave protected under federal or state law. The circumstances
and timing of the disciplinary action may give rise to a claim of retaliation, especially when the employer relies upon a seldomor never-enforced rule or performance standard as the basis of the discipline after the employee engaged in a form of protected
activity.
Again, the issue ultimately may not be whether the employee broke the rule, but instead whether the employer's enforcement of
the rule was consistent with its normal or past practice. With the growing number of retaliation claims being made (retaliation
was the number one charge filed with the EEOC in 2010), employers should be cautious when taking disciplinary action under
these circumstances.
How Did We Get Here?
One reason for enforcement failure is that most supervisors prefer to avoid confrontation with their employees. The common
thought is that they have to work with and rely upon these employees day in and day out, and believe it is hard enough to get
work done when they do not have an adversarial relationship with their employees.
Still other supervisors fail to act because they do not know what to do. They are afraid that if they do the wrong thing, the
Company, and maybe the supervisor, will be sued. Faced with this perceived dilemma, many supervisors take the path of least
resistance, do nothing, and hope the problem goes away on its own. The
supervisor feels safer doing nothing about the underperforming employee
and simply lives with the problem.
When the problem does not correct itself – and it rarely does – and the
supervisor has no choice but to act, the timing may be bad, or the discipline
may be inconsistent with established "precedent”.

(Continued on page 8)
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HITTING THE RESET BUTTON AT WORK
By Tillman Coffey

(Continued)
In a recent case, an employee alleged race discrimination and retaliation following his termination. The facts showed
that the former employee had an eight-year history of documented performance problems and numerous "final"
warnings. The company had finally had enough and terminated the employee, but did so a few months after
employees complained about race discrimination. The company eventually prevailed, but its failure to act earlier
subjected it to the costs and disruption of litigation.
A supervisor's inaction creates several
potential problems in the workplace
that go beyond the "problem"
employee. Good employees may lose
respect for supervisors because they
fail to enforce the rules and standards,
and good employees may move on.
Most employees adhere to the rules,
and think it's only fair that other
employees be required to do so as well.
Employees like structure. How often
do supervisors hear from the coworkers of the former employee: "it's
about time you did something" or "we
were wondering when enough would
be enough?"
Failure to enforce the rules and
standards also may actually lower the
standards for everyone, not just the
problem employee. In most cases, the
lowest conduct or performance
standard accepted by management by
not enforcing the rules becomes the de
facto standard for everyone in the
group. For example, if the standard is
to produce ten units a day and an
employee is allowed to produce only
seven without penalty, then seven may
be the new standard for everyone. If
7:30 is the "official" or posted starting
time, and an employee is regularly
allowed to start at 7:45, is the new start
time 7:45? The same concern applies
to conduct issues.

(Continued on page 9)
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HITTING THE RESET BUTTON AT WORK
By Tillman Coffey

(Continued)

Once the supervisor establishes a tolerance level for employee
conduct, that tolerated level may be the new code of conduct, not the
one set forth in the handbook.
Employers and supervisors may be left thinking that they are damned
if they do and damned if they don't. Fortunately, it does not have to
be that way: There is a way out. You can escape the history of your
inaction, or that of your predecessors, by "resetting expectations." If
expectations are reset correctly, you may be able to shed the past, get
everyone on the same page going forward, and take necessary
corrective action without creating unnecessary exposure for the
company.
Getting From Here To There – And Back Again
The resetting expectations process requires that the company give
everyone a clean or almost clean slate on the specific issue at hand.
Here's how it can work: The first step is to identify where you are,
where you want to be, and what it will take to get there. Next,
communicate with your employees the new (or renewed) expectations
of them. You can, and probably should, admit that you or the
company allowed the standards to slip and that you and the company
accept full responsibility for the past.
Management should then: 1) tell the employees what its expectations are going forward; 2) provide a date when
employees are expected to begin meeting these standards; and 3) explain the possible consequences for their failure
to do so. The timeline should be reasonable under the circumstances and the message should include an offer of
assistance to achieve the goal. The more reasonable your demand, the increased likelihood of success. Put these
expectations in writing and request that the employees acknowledge by signing that they understand and agree. A
copy of the signed form should then be placed in each employee's personnel file.
Once employees are put on notice of your expectations and possible consequences of failure, each supervisor must
follow up and ensure that the employees are meeting the standards. For those who don't, take appropriate action –
and do so on a consistent basis. Termination for failing to meet the reset expectations must be an unfortunate reality
if efforts to regain control are to be effective.
Get Back On Track
It's never too late to reset expectations. If you do, the next time you contact your human resources department or
your employment lawyer for approval to take disciplinary action and are met with the usual list of questions
designed to determine whether your actions are consistent, you should be in good shape.

Tillman Coffey is a partner at Fisher & Phillips, a national law firm that limits its practice to representing
management in labor and employment matters. He can be reached at tcoffey@laborlawyers.com or
404.231.1400.
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Pop Quiz:
Where will the Spring Mixer be held?
First person* to email the Editor the
correct answer wins a $25 gift certificate!
Plee@Klinedinstlaw.com
*Board Members are not eligible to participate!

River City Review Submission Deadlines
Submissions of articles, quotes, calendar items or advertisements are welcome!
Please submit materials for the quarterly Newsletter by the following date:
September 1, 2012
All submissions must be provided via e-mail in Microsoft Word, Microsoft
Publisher, pdf, jpg, or tif format. Please submit all materials to the Newsletter Chair:
Paula K. Lee
(916) 444-7573
plee@klinedinstlaw.com
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BUSINESS PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
DATASAFE

Editor: Thank you for being a Business Partner of the Sacramento Valley Legal Administrators Association. Please
tell us why you chose to support our organization.
Gen Armstrong: We chose to support SVALA because we feel DataSafe lends value in the form of providing
educational opportunities on issues of interest that pertain to law firms: records retention, records policies, and
disaster recovery preparedness for information systems as well as audit and compliance issues. We feel the chapter is
a good fit as DataSafe has a Community Service Program in place; ALA allows us to expand and enhance our
outreach to the local community.
Editor: Please tell us about Datasafe and the services you provide.
Gen Armstrong: DataSafe has been helping law firms with their records managements needs since 1946. We
“grew up” in the San Francisco Bay Area, but spread our roots with a new facility in Sacramento in 2008.
We are a full-service Records Center providing complete records & information management, including: Records
Storage, Confidential Shredding, Imaging & Image Hosting, Media Storage & Rotation, and Online Backup. Our
organization takes pride in providing high level customer service to all of our clients.
Editor: How is it different working with law firms than other non-legal businesses?
Gen Armstrong:
For our industry, I would say the biggest differentiator when working with law firms is the
retention schedule that most firms adhere to. This make them unique in our industry in that we have the opportunity
to help them write or revise their retention schedules and their information destruction plans so they are keeping the
documents they need as long as they need them and destroying them when appropriate. Another differentiator is
how law firms access their records: law firms tend to access records more frequently than non-legal businesses; as
nearly 65% of our document storage clients are law firms, we are able to meet these special requirements.
Editor: Give us a little background about yourself. How long have you been in the business? How long have you
been with DataSafe?
Gen Armstong: My passion professionally has been working in the culinary field. I have been a personal chef for
over 15 years. My desire to cater and care for people has made the transition into DataSafe seamless. DataSafe is a
family owned and operated business. Our core values resonate with my personal and professional beliefs. While I
have only been with DataSafe for approximately three years, I do look forward to many more years to come.
Editor: Tell us how you would describe your working style. What makes you successful at what you do?
Gen Armstrong: I am extremely client focused. I truly believe that it is my obligation to have my client’s best
interests at heart: whether it be doing business with DataSafe or helping them find another solution. I believe that
with honesty and hard work you can gain business relationships that will last a lifetime.

(Continued on page 14)
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BUSINESS PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
DATASAFE
(Continued)
DataSafe as whole differs from other records management companies in our flexibility and dedication to excellence in
service and client satisfaction. We work one-on-one with each of our clients to come up with solutions that best fit the
records management needs for their company—as opposed to law firms in general.
Editor: Tell us something fun you enjoy doing outside of work.
Gen Armstrong: I love hiking and try to hit a trail at least 4-5 times a week. I am also very active with my two boys in
their baseball and football activities.
Editor: What do you want the SVALA members to know about you and Datasafe?
Gen Armstrong: DataSafe is a family owned and operated business that has been in business for over 65 years. Our
company was founded by Mr. Robert Reis. His son, Tom Reis is DataSafe’s current President and Tom’s sons Rob and
Scott are DataSafe’s Vice President and Operations Manager, respectively.
What this means is our clients get the care and personal attention of a family-owned business, coupled with the experience
and knowledge of the first private commercial records management company in the nation. We make sure to put our
clients first and always strive to find solutions that fit their needs.
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2012 NATIONAL ALA CONFERENCE
By Jessica Miller, MBA

The thought of going to an ALA National Conference was a bit
overwhelming for me to contemplate when I first joined ALA, so when I was given a
President-Elect Board scholarship to the Regional Conference in San Diego a few years back, I
decided I’d start by hopping in the shallow end first. That experience got me hooked on
conferences straight out the gate! From the Newcomers’ Reception the first night to the closing
session the last day, every day was filled with networking opportunities, learning experiences,
and a ton of fun. I met so many people from other chapters in our Region, learned an incredible
amount from the educational sessions I attended, found some new business partners in the
exhibit hall, and had lots of fun in the evenings with SVALA Chapter members and new friends
at the business partner parties and chapter parties. It was quite the experience.
Jessica Miller, MBA
Sweeney & Greene LLP

Now, imagine that paragraph up there on steroids – that’s what the National Conference
is like. The first one I went to was in Orlando in 2011, and, whew – what an experience!
I met many people from all over the country and even from other countries, went to even more educational sessions,
found more great business partners in the exhibit hall, and had a blast at business partner parties and chapter parties.
It’s hard to describe – it’s a true symphony for the senses. Even though there were approximately 2,000 ALA
members attending, I still saw many familiar faces from the Regional conferences plus our Chapter members.
The National Conference this last April in Honolulu was an even better experience for me than Orlando because I
knew what to expect. When I arrived I was excited to see so many people I recognized from all over the country and I
had a great time hanging out with the Sacramento Valley Chapter members that went. It was yet another amazing
experience and I anticipate going again, and again, and again.
In short, I can’t recommend the educational conferences in strong enough terms. You will bring back a wealth of
knowledge to help you increase efficiencies within your firms and to aid in your personal growth on many levels, and
they will certainly change how you view ALA in general and possibly how you view your role in the organization. And
then, who knows – you may just want to join the Sacramento Valley Board, and then you might decide to follow in
our very own Cindy Snooks’ footsteps and serve on the Region 6 Board, and then, hey, there’s always the ALA
National Board, too!
At least try a regional conference – I’m pretty sure you’ll find it to be an exceptionally valuable experience. And, our
next Regional Conference is in Anaheim October 11 – 13, 2012 (at the Disneyland Hotel!!!), so it’s a short,
inexpensive plane ride and ALA has secured group hotel rates – go here for more details. This particular conference is
a joint conference between our Region 6 and Region 5, so it’s double the networking opportunity. You could even
stay an extra day or so or fly in early and take advantage of the fact that you can walk right from the hotel to
Disneyland! Also – if you haven’t been, let me tell you that the pool at the Disneyland Hotel is super cool. Give it a
shot – I bet that once you get your feet wet you’ll want to go again, and again, and again. I hope to see you there!
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2012 NATIONAL ALA CONFERENCE
(Continued)
Cindy Snook, Vicki Robinson, Julie Denker &
Jessica Miller
Jessica Miller & Joelle Stone

Norma Spearman & Lynn Cole

Sylvia Warner, Vicki Robinson &
Cindy Harris.

Find out the best way to
work remotely (pg. 28).
Don’t miss another
National or Regional
Conference.

“With a giving attitude, every situation is an
opportunity for success."
- Unknown
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Many Thanks to our
2012/2013 BUSINESS PARTNERS
Your support means a great deal to all of us!

PLATINUM
Jenkins Insurance Group
Pacific Records Management
Sierra Office Supply & Printing
Terrapin Technology Group
GOLD
Caltronics
Datasafe
Gallaway Commercial, Inc.
Sacramento Placement Services
SILVER
First Legal Network
Nationwide Legal
Smile Business Products, Inc.
Wells Fargo Insurance Services
BRONZE
Ahern Insurance Brokerage
Baker + Cadence Solutions LLC
Humanscale
John Woodall, Lyon Real Estate Agent
SourceCorp
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WEBINARS
SVALA will host any Wednesday Webinar provided there are at least five attendees!
Don’t miss out…...enjoy a free webinar
Watch for the monthly webinar hosting email from Deana Xryztion

To view ALA’s

Anti-Trust Guidelines
Visit:
ala-sacramentovalley.org
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REGION 6
BUSINESS PARTNER RELATIONS OFFICER
MESSAGE
By Cindy Snook, PHR
If you were unable to attend the annual conference in Honolulu, you really missed out on
some exciting educational sessions. I thought the conference was a huge success and I
brought back many great ideas to implement in my firm this year. A huge thank you goes
out to Vicki Robinson for coordinating our chapter dinner at the conference this year.
There are many exciting things happening at both the National and Regional levels of our
Association. The Chapter Leadership Institute (CLI) conference will be held in Utah at
the Snowbird Ski and Summer Resort in June. This conference is one that all chapter
Presidents and other Board members who have the desire to become a chapter President
should attend. You will not be disappointed by the leadership skills you will achieve at
this conference.
Cindy Snook, PHR
Kronick Moskovitz
Tiedemann & Girard

Regions 5 and 6 will be co-hosting the Regional Conference this year on
October 11-13, 2012 in Anaheim at the Disneyland Hotel. I have been working
diligently with our Regions 5 & 6 teams to create educational sessions that will captivate
your attention! I hope that your firms will support your attendance at the Regional
Conference in October.

Congratulations to the new SVALA Board! I would like to personally thank our former President, Jessica Miller, and
2011 Board members for your service and dedication to ALA.
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WELCOME
NEW AND RETURNING SVALA MEMBERS!

Our strength and benefits derives from our peer connections and peer support.

New Members:
Patricia Cooper (pcooper@nossaman.com)
Carol Sullivan (csullivan@porterscott.com)

Returning Member:
Connie Jenkins (cjenkins@diepenbrock.com)
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PREVIOUS EDUCATIONAL EVENTS
SVALA LUNCHEON
MAY 31, 2012
TOPIC:
UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGING A MULTI-GENERATIONAL OFFICE
SPEAKER: MELANIE OLSON, MA, PHR
Melanie Olson has held key HR management positions and has provided extensive
human resources support to both small and large businesses including experience
working with not for profit organizations. Melanie brings over 10 years of experience
with virtually every aspect of human resources administration. Some key areas of
expertise include: development of the human resources function to incorporate best
practices, employee relations, policy and procedures, internal investigations, retirement
plan and benefits administration, managing organizational change, and leave of
absence administration.
Melanie believes that involving human resources as a strategic partner will successfully
guide businesses through today’s changing market and workplace. Melanie has worked
to develop the role of human resources as a champion for employees as well as a
champion for employers.
EDUCATION
Ms. Olson holds a Master of Arts in Organizational Leadership and
Graduate Certificate in Human Resources from Chapman University
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from California State University,
Long Beach
PHR (Professional in Human Resources) Certificate from the Human
Resources Certification Institute
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UPCOMING SOCIAL EVENT

SVALA SPRING MIXER
June 21, 2012
The Mix Downtown
5:30 p.m. — 7:30 p.m.
Our second annual
SPRING MIXER
will be held at
Mix Downtown
1531 L Street, Sacramento
See you next
Thursday

MIX IT UP
WITH OUR
BUSINESS
PARTNERS!
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UPCOMING EDUCATIONAL EVENTS

SVALA LUNCHEON
JUNE 26, 2012
TOPIC: MANAGING THE WORKING CAREGIVER
SPEAKER: DENISE M. BROWN, CAREGIVING.COM
Denise began working with family caregivers in 1990, launching Caregiving.com
in 1996 to help and support them. Her insights about the family caregiver
experience have been featured in Time magazine, The Wall Street Journal, The New
York Times, Chicago Tribune and on NPR.org and SmartMoney.com.
Denise M. Brown
Caregiving.com

Caregiving.com features the blogs of family caregivers, weekly words of comforts,
free webinars and online support groups. Visitors also can join the site's
Caregiving Happiness Project, which looks to determine if small, daily changes
can add happiness during a difficult time in life.
A certified professional coach, Denise helps family caregivers find the answers to their questions: Why me? Why
now? What now? Her internet talk show, Your Caregiving Journey, airs several times a week at
www.blogtalkradio.com/caregiving.
Denise received her coach training in 2004 through IPEC and is certified by the International Coach Federation.
She's a board member for two organizations: Guild for the Blind, which helps persons with low vision; and for
National Certification Board for Alzheimer Care, which works to standardize care provided by professional
caregivers to persons with Alzheimer's. She's a former board member of Chicago Coach Federation, which
represents life, business and executive coaches.

SAVE THE DATE!
MANAGING PARTNER
EVENT
SUTTER CLUB
MARCH 14, 2013

BRIAN SHUL
WWW.SLEDDRIVER.COM
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CALENDAR HIGHLIGHTS

JUNE

AUGUST

June 21, 2012
Second Annual
SVALA Member and Business Partners Mixer
Time: 5:30 p.m.—7:30 p.m.
Location: The Mix
1531 L Street, Sacramento
Hors d’oeuvres and Drinks

August 28, 2012
SVALA Luncheon
Time: 12:45 p.m.—2:00 p.m.
Location: Casa Garden Restaurant
Sponsor Speaker: Kevin Valine
Jenkins Insurance Group

June 26, 2012
SVALA Luncheon
Time: 12:45 p.m.—2:00 p.m.
Location: Casa Garden Restaurant
Topic: Managing the Working Caregiver
Speaker: Denise Brown
Caregiving.com

JULY
July 10, 2012
SVALA Board Meeting
Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: Olson, Hagel & Fishburn, LLP
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 1425
July 31, 2012
SVALA Luncheon
Time: 12:45 p.m.—2:00 p.m.
Location: Casa Garden Restaurant
Topic: Conducting an Effective Progressive
Discipline
Speaker: Mary Egan, Municipal Resources Group

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Region 6 Annual Conference &
Exposition
October 11 — 13, 2012
Disneyland Hotel
Anaheim, California
Holiday Party
December 13, 2012
Spataro Restaurant & Bar
Managing Partner Event
March 14, 2013
Sutter Club
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WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO WORK REMOTELY?
By Dave Kinsey, President, Total Networks
Reprinted with permission from “The Valley Voice,” the newsletter published by the
Valley of the Sun Chapter of the Association of Legal Administrators, July – September 2011

It seems like everyone is connected to the office by smartphones. iPads and Android tablets are all the rage. These
items can be very functional and helpful. However, ensuring basic rock-solid communication for times when you want
to sit down and work remotely is typically less flashy. Don’t get me wrong—I love the iPad app that connects into
iManage Document Management just as much as the next guy (OK, more than the next guy). It’s great for pulling up
info you might want during a deposition or in court or wherever you are on the run. The things you can do with your
phone or tablet can be downright impressive if setup properly. Nevertheless, most people are not going to sit down
with an iPad to spend hours remotely reviewing and editing a document.
Remote access options are commonplace; yet, I find that many firms have a less than ideal arrangement for these basic
services. A little while back, I began working with
a law firm with multiple offices and “road warrior”
attorneys traveling across the country.
They had poor remote access, and one of the very
first things we did was correct this by
implementing Terminal Server (which was the
most appropriate solution for the particular needs
of their firm).
The partner responsible for the decision
commented, “I wish someone had talked me into
fixing this years ago.”
Let’s first consider three popular methods that
people employ for basic, everyday remote
access: VPN, Remote Web Workplace (you
may see this referred to as Remote Web
Access, which is the newer name, but most
still know this as Remote Web Workplace),
and Terminal Server. We’ll review how each of
these work and things you should consider.
VPN stands for Virtual Private Network, and is
actually used to describe two distinct technologies:
Site-to-Site VPN and Client VPN. Site-to-Site
VPN connects multiple offices together via
network devices at each location. Site-to-Site
VPN is fairly reliable and can be very useful to
connect multiple office locations together. An
entirely different VPN, called Client VPN,
connects remote PCs into an office network.
Client VPN tends to be more prone to issues. I
generally recommend avoiding Client VPN (it can
work, but it’s fundamentally less robust than other
solutions).
(Continued on page 29)
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WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO WORK REMOTELY?
By Dave Kinsey, President, Total Networks

(Continued)
Reprinted with permission from “The Valley Voice,” the newsletter published by the
Valley of the Sun Chapter of the Association of Legal Administrators, July – September 2011

In very limited situations, Total Networks will implement and support the most modern type of Client VPN, called
SSL Client VPN (built on web browser communication, which is more reliable than the more commonplace,
older-style client VPN). This works and supports general purpose access, but is never our recommended approach
due to reliability and performance limitations inherent in any client VPN solution.
I recommend two extremely robust alternatives (which are also common throughout many firms): Remote
Web Workplace (RWW) and Terminal Server (TS). If you exclusively use desktop systems in your office,
RWW is an extremely reliable and cost-effective option for remote access. If you have laptop users who primarily
use a laptop in the office that they then take home, then
TS is the recommend approach.
RWW is an extremely easy-to-use functionality built into
Microsoft Small Business Server (which is the foundation
of many business’ networks). If you do not have Small
Business Server, there are extremely cost-effective options
that use a similar approach to RWW. With RWW, you
access your PC in the office from a remote PC. This can
work not only from remote PCs, but from portable
devices such as tablets (it can work from phones as well,
but the screen size limits the usefulness of this). This is a
great solution; but, if you don’t have a PC that you leave
in the office but, rather, have a laptop you take home,
this doesn’t work and TS is the appropriate solution.
TS is a separate shared server that provides a remote
desktop experience much RWW does, except that you do
not need to have a PC in the office to which to connect.
You can access TS with a laptop, home PC, tablet or
smartphone. It’s also worth mentioning Citrix, since
some people still use Citrix and are familiar with this term
today. TS has it’s foundation over 20 years ago as a
solution by Citrix Systems under a licensing agreement
with Microsoft. For the past decade or so, Microsoft has
been providing this functionality directly, while Citrix now
provides limited enhanced functionality layered on top of TS and is targeted toward very large organizations. Citrix
is often no longer needed since TS alone provides the functionality that satisfies the remote access needs of most
firms. If you are still paying for Citrix maintenance today, you may be able to get rid of this and reduce your costs.
Due to the various options, and the technical nature of the issue, I know that remote connectivity options can be a
little confusing. If you have any questions or would just like a simple validation of what you’re doing, send me a
note at dkinsey@totalnetworks.com and I’d be happy to help.
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BOARD MEETING MINUTES SUMMARY
MAY 8, 2012
The SVALA Board of Directors Meeting was held at 555 Capitol Mall in the offices of Olson Hagel & Fishburn, LLP on
Tuesday, May 8, 2012. President Vicki Robinson presided and called the meeting to order at 5:36 p.m.
OPENING REMARKS: Vicki Robinson welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked everyone for their participation.
OLD BUSINESS:
Minutes: The March 2012 Joint Board Meeting minutes were approved via email in March with a motion made by
Trish Hughes Kreis to approve the minutes and seconded by Joelle Stone. The motion passed unanimously.
Financial Reports: Craig Price suggested that, for his and our protection, we should have a second set of eyes on the
bank statements each month; Jessica Miller volunteered her eyes. After discussion, Joelle Stone moved to approve the
March and April 2012 financials; Jessica Miller seconded and the motion passed unanimously.
2012-2013 Budget: Craig distributed a draft 2012-2013 Budget, indicating that not all committee chairs had submitted
their proposed budgets yet, and reporting that we have a healthy balance in the bank. After all committee chairs have
submitted their proposals, final revisions will be made and we will look to approve the budget at the next Board
meeting. There was discussion of using some of our money to support further educational scholarships for Board
members and chapter members. Lynn Cole moved that we add two additional full scholarships to the national
conference, Jessica Miller seconded and the motion passed.
REPORTS:
Treasurer: As reported above, the chapter’s assets are healthy.
Director at Large: After discussion, it was decided that the cutoff for this year’s Salary Survey will be May 1, 2012.
Membership: Penny Stauffer reported that our membership currently stands at 42 but that she expects a number of
additional renewals. HQ has encouraged everyone to solicit new memberships and renewals to refill membership
rosters reduced by the recent economic downturn.
Programs/Education: Deana Xryztion has been working on coordinating speakers for topics requested during our
discussion at the Joint Board Meeting in March. She was able to arrange Melanie Olson from HR to Go, Inc. on
“Managing a Multi-Generational Office” and Denise Brown from Chicago on “Managing the Working
Caregiver.” Dottie Noble coordinated the speaker for our luncheon in July on conducting progressive discipline. The
presenters for the remaining educational luncheons in 2012 will be from our platinum sponsors, per our current
Business Partners Program. Deana will work with each platinum sponsor’s presenter to ensure the presentation is
educational. After brief discussion, the Labor Law breakfast was tabled until the July meeting
Newsletter: Paula Lee reported that the next edition of the newsletter will go out
on June 15th, with a submission deadline of June 1st. This issue should report on
any upcoming activities between now and September; the next deadline will
be September 1st. The two “spotlight” articles in this issue will be on DataSafe
and Jenkins Insurance. Also, Cheri Blethen will write an article on social
networking in law firms, and each winner of a scholarship to the national
conference will submit an article about their experience.
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BOARD MEETING MINUTES SUMMARY
(continued)
MAY 8, 2012
REPORTS (continued):
Website Development: Cheri Blethen has revamped the website with expanded business partner pages, giving our
valued business partners better exposure; we also have a Region 6 page. Our new Job Bank is active and this will be
announced in the upcoming newsletter. Cheri solicited suggestions for further improvements.
Business Partner Relations: The next business partner event is our mixer on June 21st at The Mix.
Community Connection Event: Diane Tofft suggested that this year’s event fall under the general umbrella of
diabetes education and fundraising. She has contacted the Diabetic Youth Foundation in Concord and will be
exploring possibilities for supporting their educational youth camp. The Board encouraged Diane to continue with her
plans.
Managing Partner Event and Holiday Party: Julie Denker reported that a date has been selected for our 2013
Managing Partner Event: March 14th. She suggested that we retain as our speaker Brian Shul, a former Air Force pilot
who survived being shot down over Cambodia. Jessica Miller moved that we retain Mr. Shul, Lynn Cole seconded and
the motion was passed. Julie reported that the holiday party will be on December 13th and will be at Spataro this year.
Nominating Committee: No report at this time.
NEW BUSINESS:
There was discussion of retaining our every other month meeting schedule, with the revision that, starting next year, we
will meet in even months following the March crossover meeting. If additional meetings are needed, we may have ad
hoc meetings and/or phone conferences; otherwise, business between meetings can be conducted via email.
Vicki stated that she would like our chapter to achieve the platinum award of excellence this year and distributed the
point tally sheet so that each member could review it and volunteer to monitor a section. We will tally points at each
meeting.
Newsletter – We will have two business partner spotlights per edition, in order to meet our obligation to our platinum
and gold business partners.
Scholarship drawings – Two names were drawn for the
CLI scholarship in Snowbird, Utah in June: Cheri Blethen
was the winner, with Diane Tofft as the backup. We will
have the drawing for scholarships to the regional conference
at the July meeting.
Items from the Floor:
There was discussion of having a Board retreat this year and the
idea was positively received; members are to email ideas to
Vicki between now and the next Board meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:
A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Lynn Cole
and seconded by Cheri Blethen. The motion passed unanimously
and the meeting was adjourned at 7:22 p.m.
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ASSOCIATION OF LEGAL ADMINISTRATORS:
MISSION AND GOALS
MISSION
The Association of Legal Administrators’ (ALA)
mission is to:


Promote and enhance the competence and
professionalism of all members of the legal
management team;


Improve the quality of management in law firms
and other legal service organizations; and


Represent professional legal management and
managers to the legal community and to the
community at large.
GOALS
The Association of Legal Administrators’
goals are to:


Develop and deliver programs and
products that will provide high-quality,
competency-based education to members of the
legal management team.


Improve and strengthen the flow of
information to and from the members.



Enhance the services and benefits available to
members.


Increase the visibility and credibility of the
Association of Legal Administrators and its members in the legal community through
effective marketing and communications, and through partnering efforts with the bar and
other law-related associations.
• Retain and recruit members from all components of the legal management team.
•

Maintain the Association’s strong economic base.

• Increase diversity in the Association, in the legal management community and in all legal service
organizations.
• Promote and continue an organizational structure which clearly and effectively allocates the policy and
operational roles and responsibilities of volunteers and staff through Governance Policies that ensure that
organizational resources are best-used to achieve the Association’s Mission and Goals.
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